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different zvc for orbits of different E/Lz

for a given Lz!
a special orbit



The epicycle approximation

xy

Keplerian:   X/Y = 0.5!
Harmonic:  X/Y = 1!
Galatic:   X/Y ~ 0.7

for stars with the same guiding center orbits

Epicycle direction are always retrograde;  !
opposite to planetary orbits!
!
at apo-apse, moves slower relative to circular orbit



The epicycle approximation

vertical frequency:  ν!
!

radial frequency:  κ!
!

rotational frequency: Ω!
!

independent measures of the potential



1st application: taking <v> of solar neighbourhood

solar B-V=0.66



for stars near the mid-plane (Hipparcos data, |z| < 
100pc),  Dehnen & Binney ’98

2nd application: velocity dispersion

cross-term between R & theta



Dehnen & Binney ’98

by taking 
neighbourhood <V> 

averages

Measuring Solar 
peculiar velocities 

(u0, v0, w0)

solar B-V=0.66



Schematic distributions of local (u,v) u: R-direction, x!
v: theta-direction, y



the ‘asymmetric drift’



Reid et al ’09:  study of masers 
in star forming regions

‘asymmetric drift’, !
‘rotational lag’!
caused by two effects:!
1)rotational support!
2)density radial gradient



Dehnen & Binney ’98!
(12,000 Hipparcos stars) Feast & Whitelock ’97 

(220 Cepheids)

very young stars: dispersion 
reflects parent cloud orbit; 

moving groups... 

Schonrich, Binney & Dehner ’10     
‘the approach to the determination of 

V⊙ by DB98... is misleading’!
(in fact, very young stars define V0 

perfectly)

U0=11.1+/-0.7 km/s!
V0=12.2+/-0.5 km/s!
w0=7.3+/-0.4 km/s

Different determinations of the solar peculiar motion



Motion relative to the galactic centre can be measured.!
= solar peculiar motion + rotation curve

So rotation curve subject to!
bias in solar motion



More twists Bovy et al ’12,   APOGEE data 
v0 = 26 +/- 3 km/s; Milky Way mass down.



velocity dispersion of stars increases with their mean 
ages!
!
evidence for heating due to GMC or spiral arms/bars?!
!
ratios of σR/σz, σR/σϕ, cross-terms etc., constrain 
heating mechanisms

for stars near the mid-plane (Hipparcos data, |z| < 
100pc),  Dehnen & Binney ’98

2nd application: velocity dispersion

cross-term between R & theta



ratio of σR/σϕ also measures the gravitational potential

stars with the same guiding centres:



xy

Keplerian:   X/Y = 0.5!
Harmonic:  X/Y = 1!
Galatic:   X/Y ~ 0.7

for stars with the same guiding center orbits

ratio of σR/σϕ also measures the gravitational potential



But stars also have different 
amplitudes (X is not a 
constant)!
!
!
a distribution of X; centroid!
and dispersion depends on 
stellar ages; however…

Practical problem: in the solar neighbourhood, stars have 
different guiding centres



we can measure κ/Ω, what about ν/Ω?

~ ν2

• measure ν  —> measure local matter density !
• and since we are embedded in the disk…!
• how do we go about this task?!
• ratio of σz/σϕ ?



Break-down of the epicycle approximation:

expectations 
from epicycles

theory


